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People who design live action role-playing games (larps) tend to be

self-taught. Although there is a long and illustrious history of shared

and embodied enactments of ‘as if’ play, the tradition of larps only

stretches back less than 40 years. Larpwrights, i.e., the larp designers,

learn how to design larps by doing, by collaborating, and by

attending community events. However, this pioneer path is no

longer the only one. The first series of actual courses on larp design

have been established during the last decade, in academia and outside

it. One of the earliest, the Larpwriter Summer School, started

operating in 2012.

However, although there was significant debate and some

literature on larp design, no holistic approaches to teaching design

were found at the time. To fill this void, the main organizers of the

Summer School put together a now renowned tool that originated in

the Nordic larp community: The Mixing Desk of Larp.

The Mixing Desk is a frame for organizing thought, a thing-to-

think-with, that helps grasp the design space of larps. It is a metaphor
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that attempts to communicate that the larpwright is able to play with

different elements in larp, just as a technician is able to control light

and sound in a concert. It is not optimized for precision or analysis,

but for supporting the ideation of a designer, and helping teach larp

design to people new to the practice.

This article first explains how the Mixing Desk emerged and

contextualizes it as a design theory in relation to discourses in Nordic

larp and game studies. Next, we explain the Mixing Desk and the

ideals and reasoning behind it. We then spend most of our time with

description and reflection on the thirteen faders of the current Mixing

Desk. We conclude with some reflections and criticism of the faders.
1

HISTORY AND TRADITION

Martin E. Andresen and Martin Nielsen created the very first version

of the Mixing Desk of Larp as a tool for teaching larp design at the

first Larpwriter Summer School (LWSS). At the time, there was no

coherent, unified model for understanding or teaching larp design.

Although larp design had been debated, discussed, theorized about,

and researched for years,
2

comprehensive approaches to larp design

did not exist.

1. This article is based on the individual “Fader Talk” lectures given at the Larpwriter Summer School in 2016 and the
latest version of the introductory document to the faders given to participants: Martin Nielsen & Martin Andresen “The
Mixing Desk of Larp”. 2016; Bjarke Pedersen. “Introduction to the Mixing Desk of Larp.” Presentation at Larpwriter
Summer School 2016. Ruta, Lithuania, 2016; Bjarke Pedersen. “Representation of Theme Fader Talk.” Presentation
at Larpwriter Summer School 2016. Ruta, Lithuania, 2016; Bjarke Pedersen. “Mechanics Fader Talk.” Presentation at
Larpwriter Summer School 2016. Ruta, Lithuania 2016; Grethe Strand. “Character Creation Fader Talk.” Presentation
at Larpwriter Summer School 2016. Ruta, Lithuania, 2016; Grethe Strand. “Culture Creation Fader Talk.” Presentation
at Larpwriter Summer School 2016. Ruta, Lithuania, 2016; Johanna Koljonen. “Pressure on Players Fader Talk.”
Presentation at Larpwriter Summer School 2016. Ruta, Lithuania, 2016; Johanna Koljonen. “Loyalty to World Fader
Talk.” Presentation at Larpwriter Summer School 2016. Ruta, Lithuania, 2016; Jaakko Stenros. “Character as Mask
Fader Talk.” Presentation at Larpwriter Summer School 2016. Ruta, Lithuania, 2016; Jaakko Stenros. “Environment
Fader Talk.” Presentation at Larpwriter Summer School 2016. Ruta, Lithuania, 2016; Maria Raczynska.“Runtime
Direction Fader Talk.” Presentation at Larpwriter Summer School 2016. Ruta, Lithuania, 2016; Maria Raczynska.
“Openness Fader Talk.” Presentation at Larpwriter Summer School 2016. Ruta, Lithuania, 2016; Magnar Grønvik
Müller. “Player Motivation Fader Talk.” Presentation at Larpwriter Summer School 2016. Ruta, Lithuania, 2016.

2. For example, see: Henrik Summanen & Tomas Walch. Saga mot Verklighetet. Att arrangera levande rollspel.
Stockholm, 1998; Hanne Grasmo. Levande Rollspill Laiv. Oslo: Gyldendal Fakta, 1998; Mike Young, ed. The Book
of LARP. Vienna, Virginia: Interactivities Ink, 2003; Marie Denward. Pretend that It Is Real!: Convergence Culture in
Practice. Doctoral dissertation. Malmö: Malmö University, 2011; Markus Montola. On the Edge of the Magic Circle.
Understanding Role-Playing and Pervasive Games. Doctoral dissertation. Tampere: University of Tampere, 2012.
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Larpwriter Summer School is a weeklong course on larp design,

organized by the NGO Fantasiforbundet (Norway) and Education

Center “POST” (Belarus), and funded by the Norwegian

government. It is aimed at participants who have had very little

or no experience organizing larps. The course is taught by larp

designers, pedagogues, and role-play professionals mostly from the

Nordic countries (and later from Belarus). The first LWSS took place

in 2012, and it has been organized annually since then. By 2016,

the course had been attended by approximately 250 people from

approximately 20 countries.

A lecture at the Larpwriter Summer School 2015. Photo by Anatoly Kazakov.

The Mixing Desk of Larp
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Preparing for the larp New Voices in Art at LWSS 2015. Photo by Anatoly Kazakov.

Before the first summer school, Andresen and Nielsen presented the

Mixing Desk to the teachers. Each one were to take responsibility for

a fader to present and teach to the students. In the planning session

before the first LWSS and during the summer school the Mixing

Desk was overhauled as the teachers, many of whom had designed,

analysed, and published on larp design, went over it in detail. During

the first LWSS each aspect of the Mixing Desk continued to be

debated. The first iteration was published a year after the first

LWSS.
3

Work on the Mixing Desk has continued over the years,

and it has been developed, fine-tuned, and contributed to by huge

number of larpwrights, mainly at LWSS.
4

One way to keep the faders

fresh and to bring in diverse perspectives and improvement has been

to assign different teachers to specific faders each year, enabling them

to stand on the shoulders of previous speakers and adding their own

3. Martin Andresen & Martin Nielsen. “The Mixing Desk of Larp.”Crossing Theoretical Borders. Karete Jacobsen
Meland & Katrine Øverlie Svela, eds. Oslo: Fantasiforbundet, 2013.

4. Check the Acknowledgements section for a full list.
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perspectives. Andresen and Nielsen have remained central in the

development of new iterations, acting as keepers of the Mixing Desk,

although the framework now belongs to the community.

The Mixing Desk was not conceived in vacuum. There is a long

history in relation to role-playing games and larp of enthusiastic

players developing and debating emic theories of what role-playing

is, what kind of players participate, how to design better experiences,

and what is the best way to role-play. This history stretches back to

not only the beginning of the publication of role-playing games with

Dungeons & Dragons in 1974, but before that. Dungeons & Dragons
emerged from the wargaming community, which already had a

vibrant culture of newsletters.
5

The theorizing has continued for

decades, even if the discussion fora have changed (e.g. APAs, zines,

magazines, newsgroups, web forums, blogs, books, social

media).
6

Some of the emic theories are very widely spread in role-

player communities, influencing design, playing, and self-

understanding. For example, much of the key terminology relating

role-playing games (e.g. gamism, dramatism, simulationism,

immersion) emerged from the discourses of the player

communities.
7

Indeed, even the term ‘role-playing game’ emerged

from player discussions.
8

As a model, the Mixing Desk is divided in two. First, the model

is the idea that larp design can be broken down into faders. Second,

5. Jon Peterson. Playing at the World. A History of Simulating Wars, People and Fantastic Adventures from Chess to
Role-Playing Games. San Diego: Unreason Press, 2012.

6. Paul Mason. “In Search of the Self. A Survey of the First 25 Years of Anglo-American Role-Playing Game Theory.”
Beyond Role and Play: Tools, Toys and Theory for Harnessing the Imagination. Markus Montola and Jaakko Stenros,
eds. Helsinki: Ropecon, 2004; Emily Care Boss. “Theory Roundup.” Black and Green Games, Oct 2, 2014. Online at
http://www.blackgreengames.com/lcn/2014/10/2/theory-roundup

7. John H. Kim. “The Threefold Model FAQ.” 1998. Online at http://www.darkshire.net/jhkim/rpg/theory/
threefold/; Mike Pohjola. “The Manifesto of the Turku School.” 2000. A 2003 version is available in Morten Gade, Line
Thorup & Mikkel Sander, eds. As Larp Grows Up. Theory and Methods in Larp. Frederiksberg: Projetgruppen KP03,
2003; William J. White, Emily Care Boss & J. Tuomas Harviainen. “Role-Playing Communities , Cultures of Play and
Discourse of Immersion.” Immersive Gameplay: Essays on Participatory Media and Role-Playing. Evan Torner and
William J. White, eds. Jefferson; McFarland, 2012.

8. Peterson.
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there are specific faders that have been chosen as the content of the

Mixing Desk. The content, as taught in LWSS, builds specifically on

the tradition of Nordic larp.
9

There is an international community

of larpers and larp designers who come together at a the

Knutepunkt conference, organized annually since 1997.
10

An

evolving tradition of larp design, playing, and thinking has emerged

that has not only produced numerous role-playing games and larps,

but also an annual English language publication of thinking on larp.

The Nordic larp community gradually became more international

over the years, as reflected in the LWSS. The community has

produced quite a bit of thinking on larp and larp design, ranging

from manifestos
11

to challenges of auteurism,
12

and from design

analysis
13

to doctoral dissertations.
14

While a coherent design theory

had not emerged prior to the Mixing Desk, there was a growing

body of shared terminology, canon of key works, and a history of

discourse on ‘hot’ topics. Many of the key figures in these discussions

have been invited to teach at the summer school. The Mixing Desk,

while shepherded by Andresen and Nielsen, is a joint effort by the

community – and the joint production of the Mixing Desk forced

people to critically examine their own theories in order to build some

kind of a coherent whole. This work has, of course, fed back into the

9. See: Jaakko Stenros & Markus Montola, eds. Nordic Larp. Stockholm: Fëa Livia, 2010.
10. The name changes based on which of the four countries that event is held that year: Knutepunkt (Norway), Knutpunkt

(Sweden), Knudepunkt (Denmark), and Solmukohta (Finland).
11. E.g. Eirik Fatland & Lars Wingård. “Dogma 99. A Programme for the Liberation of LARP. International version.”

1999. A 2003 version is available in Morten Gade, Line Thorup & Mikkel Sander, eds. As Larp Grows Up. Theory and
Methods in Larp. Frederiksberg: Projetgruppen KP03, 2003; See also: Pohjola.

12. Martine Svanevik. “The Collective’s little red book, A step-by-step guide to arranging larps the collective way.”
Dissecting Larp. Collected papers for Knutepunkt 2005. Petter Bøckman and Ragnhild Hutchison, eds. Knutepunkt;
Oslo, 2005.

13. Andie Nordgren. “High Resolution Larping: Enabling Subtlety at Totem and Beyond.” Playground Worlds. Creating
and Evaluating Experiences of Role-Playing Games. Markus Montola and Jaakko Stenros, eds. Helsinki: Ropecon ry,
2008; Johanna Koljonen. “The Dragon Was the Least of It: Dragonbane and Larp as Ephemera and Ruin.”Playground
Worlds. Creating and Evaluating Experiences of Role-Playing Games. Markus Montola and Jaakko Stenros, eds.
Helsinki: Ropecon ry, 2008

14. E.g. Montola; J. Tuomas Harviainen. Systemic Perspectives on Information is Physically Performed Role-Play.
Doctoral dissertation. Tampere: University of Tampere, 2012.
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Knutepunkt tradition both through theory discussions and the larps

designed by LWSS alumni.

Over the years, much of the terminology from the Knutepunkt

tradition has crossed over to academia – even if the connected

theoretical structures can be explicitly questioned. Role-playing

studies continues to be a small field, and most of the scholars working

in the area have a background as players. It would be foolish to

ignore the knowledge and analytical tools amassed by the real experts

of that field, the players and designers. Furthermore, game studies

more generally has been open to contributions coming from game

designers.
15

In role-playing games and larps, where each gamemaster

and larpwright has tremendous impact on the shape of the experience

in which players participate, the line between an expert player and a

designer is particularly blurry.

The Mixing Desk of larp is above all a design theory. We can

contextualize it via game design theory in game studies. While larps

are not strictly speaking just games,
16

for example, they can be studied

as games, and the long history of breaking games down into elements

and identifying patterns in game design can be illuminating. Similar

to the characteristics of games,
17

the Mixing Desk has mostly been

created by designers, and it emerged as a tool for teaching. Game

design lenses
18

are similar in the sense that they attempt to get the

designer out of their comfort zone and consider new aspects of

the design space. However, the ever-expanding game design

15. Marinka Copier. “The Other Game Researcher. Participating in and Watching the Construction of Boundaries
in Game Studies.” Level Up: DiGRA 2003 Conference Proceedings. Utrecht: The Netherlands, 2003; Jaakko
Stenros. Playfulness, Play, and Games: A Constructionist Ludology Approach. Doctoral dissertation. Tampere:
University of Tampere, 2015.

16. Jaakko Stenros (2010): “Nordic Larp: Theatre, Art and Game”. Nordic Larp. Jaakko Stenros and Markus Montola,
eds. Stockholm: Fëa Livia, 2010.

17. George Skaff Elias, Richard Garfield & K. Robert Gutschera. Characteristics of Games. Cambridge: The MIT Press,
2012.

18. Jesse Schell. The Art of Game Design: A Book of Lenses. Amsterdam: Morgan Kaufmann, 2008.
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patterns paradigm has much more affinity with this one, aiming for

comprehensiveness and accuracy.
19

The Mixing Desk of Larp. Image used with permission by the authors.

INTRODUCTION TO THE MIXING DESK

Originally, the Mixing Desk was developed to serve three main

purposes: to raise awareness of the spectrum of design opportunities

inherent in larp, to help designers be more conscious of the design

choices they make, and to help teach design vocabulary.
20

Over the

years, the Mixing Desk of Larp has developed into a formulation

and a visualization of a design ideology, dressed up as an easily

understandable metaphor. It is a thing-to-think-with for the

larpwright to help map out the possible design space and to make

design choices concrete.

In experience design, such as larp design, anything and everything

from the temperature of the space to the costuming and from

interaction codes to calorie intake, is a designable surface. The Mixing

Desk seeks to visualize the most important considerations to take

into account when making these choices in an approachable manner.

Since the surfaces that can be designed will be present in a larp

19. Staffan Björk & Jussi Holopainen. Patterns in Game Design. Hingham: Charles River Media, 2005. See also: J Li and
Jason Morningstar (n.d.) Pattern Language for Larp Design. Online at http://www.larppatterns.org/

20. Cf. Andresen & Nielsen.
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anyway, not making a conscious choice as a designer simply means

leaving that choice to the participants, the tradition – or to

happenstance.
21

The Mixing Desk is driven by the idea that design is

about making conscious choices. Understanding the design space and the

surfaces available is important – as in understanding what options are

available. Choosing one thing means that something else is left out.

The Mixing Desk is not just about designing the runtime of a

larp, but inclusive of considerations of the lead up to the runtime

and the debrief and post-larp period. A comprehensive design will

consider not only the larp runtime experience, but the experience

of participating in a larp in a wider sense. Thus, the events leading

up to the runtime and the structured interactions following it are

also designable surfaces, with important implications not only for

the experience as a whole, but the community of larpers who are

participating. Design choices become motivated by the kind of

implications it will have on the player community.

The Mixing Desk aims to be a tool applicable to all kinds of larp

around the world. However, dividing all possible designable surfaces

into a dozen areas requires making choices. Thus, the thirteen faders

taught at LWSS offer a very specific filter, expressive of a moment in

time in primarily Nordic larp discourse.
22

Another way to interpret

the origin of the included faders is as a residue of what has been

debated and developed in discussions and actual designs in Nordic

larp in the last decade. The descriptions of the faders show bias as

well; they are meant to be neutral, and they continue to be developed

with that as an ideal, but the background and personal preferences of

the developers show through nonetheless.

Even so, the Mixing Desk enables designers to see beyond their

21. See the 2016 videos by Johanna Koljonen (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yXjEHDBjrXE) and Bjarke Pedersen
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gYAZupokjEw)

22. Jaakko Stenros. “What Does ‘Nordic Larp’ Mean?” The Cutting Edge of Nordic Larp. Jon Back, ed. Stockholm:
Knutpunkt, 2014.
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own tradition, and what lies beyond their ‘default fader positions’.

These default positions are likely not questioned within small,

homogenous larp traditions. However, when players and designers

from different traditions meet, such differences in default positions

are impactful, opening up possibilities for misunderstandings and

disappointment when expectations do not align.
23

For example, a larp

need not be six hours long, the characters might be only able to

communicate nonverbally, and all characters need not be written by

the larpwright. The Mixing Desk has helped in developing shared

vocabulary on larp design, enabling more nuanced discussion about

larp design, and it has shifted discussion from ‘good’ and ‘bad’ design

to the benefits and drawbacks of different design choices.

The philosophy behind the Mixing Desk of larp is more important

than the descriptions of the faders. It is a-thing-to-think-with, and

can be useful in analysing design, but it is not a quantitative metric.

The Mixing Desk is not intended as a tool for discussing the outcome

or the experience of the larp, but rather how it is composed. It does

not support reducing larp design to numeric values on the scales

(i.e., faders). In the event one would like to use the Mixing Desk to

compare larps, it would at best be possible to do so on an ordinal scale

of measurement. Indeed, the Mixing Desk is a metaphor. At times, the

metaphor breaks down, however, since the choices being represented

do not map onto the metaphor perfectly. Furthermore, since the goal

of the model is to teach larp design to beginners, the Mixing Desk

has prioritized legibility at the expense of precision.

FADERS

The current Mixing Desk contains thirteen faders that can be

23. For examples, see Lizzie Stark. “Mad About the Techniques: Stealing Nordic Methods for Larp Design”. Wyrd
Con Companion 2012. Sarah Lynne Bowman and Aaron Vanek, eds. Los Angeles: Wyrd Con, 2012. Appl, Filip, et
al. Content Larp Manifesto. Online at: http://manifest.larpy.cz/en/
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independently “controlled.” Each fader has two ends, the so-called

“minimum” and “maximum” positions. Both ends express design

ideals. The faders are meant as descriptive, outlining the possible

design space. Neither end is seen as better or worse on the level of

description – although different local traditions obviously do value

certain sets of choices more than others.

The two ends on the faders represent false dichotomies. The

maximum and minimum positions are, purposefully, not each other’s

logical opposites. For example, transparency and secrecy are in some

ways oppositional, but not each other’s opposites. Both are active

choices.
24

For the same reason, the descriptions are also not meant to

be comprehensive.

When discussing a larp, the faders encompass the aggregate design

choices for the larp as a whole. Of course, different designable

surfaces can have different design – for example, characters can be

transparent while events are secret. Sometimes it will be useful for the

designers of a larp to use the Mixing Desk approach to examine only

a particular part of the larp.

The Mixing Desk is a pedagogical tool to help teach larp design

and a design aid, a way to conceptualize design choices, and a specific

filter to help sort out the endless design space into understandable

chunks. The credo when creating the Mixing Desk has been to

focus on clarity, not precision. Thus, in practice, the Mixing Desk

is neither a complete, nor a completely coherent model. However, it

does prove useful in practice.

Each of the thirteen faders covers a topic where design choices

are needed. Both ends of the fader are expressive of design ideals;

not choosing usually lands the design somewhere in the middle,

depending on the larp tradition. However, one end does not

24. This has been criticized in Nathan Hook. “A Critical Review of the Mixing Desk.” The Cutting Edge of Nordic Larp.
Jon Back, ed. Stockholm: Knutpunkt, 2015.
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necessarily exclude the other, albeit employing both ends requires

some work. The larp need not be uniform in its design; it is possible

for the faders to be in different positions in different parts of the same

larp, and to design differing elements according to different design

ideals.

While the faders are theoretically conceived of as being

independent of each other, in practice choices relating to one fader

can have important implications for another. For example, opting

for secrecy in design usually implies that the organizers will handle

responsibility relating to character or culture creation, or that they

have an active runtime direction style. Furthermore, some of the

faders can be locked due to external reasons: The venue may be set,

the time available limited, or the budget fixed. Similarly, it may be

possible that diverting too much from the local design traditions is

difficult.

The choice of relevant faders, at least in theory, is independent of

the Mixing Desk model. In the following, the thirteen faders that are

currently covered at LWSS are described. Of course, other selections

of faders are possible.

OPENNESS: SECRECY AND TRANSPARENCY

The openness fader is about deciding how much the players know

in advance about the larp in general and events during the larp

specifically. Should they already know the genre and setting? What

about plot twists and events? Should they have access to all the

written material, or only what their characters might know? Should

the players be encouraged to share information about their characters

that they have made up themselves?

At the secrecy end the players only know what they absolutely need

to know. This means that they do not need to wade through endless
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briefs looking for relevant information. In some ways, this means that

the larp is beginner-friendly, as the amount of information needed

to digest is manageable. The larp can be controlled, up to a point,

through controlling the information. In some ways, larps that rely

on secrecy are building on surprise; as characters uncover something

new, the players are also surprised. Emotions like excitement and

wonder may be stronger as a result leading to an overall stronger

experience. One way to apply a very high level of secrecy is by

the use of random events. If the outcome of an event is decided

randomly, not even the organizers will know what will happen, and

it will be impossible for the players to predict the outcome using

meta-information about the larp.

On the other hand, surprises stop players from planning and

steering their own larp;
25

they cannot orchestrate their own

experience if they do not know, even broadly, what the relevant

elements are. This means that they cannot decide when to confront

another character, when to push for more intensity, and when to

ease up and give room for others. In addition, spontaneous reactions

are not always the best. Can you really pretend to be brave when

you do not feel brave in a context where you may be surprised at

any moment? Surprises may also infuriate players, for example, if

the genre of the larp shifts.
26

In larps with a high degree of pressure

on players, a high level of secrecy will create further pressure and

increase the risk of player fatigue. Finally, surprises and secrets may

never become known; if a character has a secret, they may keep that

secret until the end of the larp.

Transparency is the opposite design ideal. In its pure form it means

25. Markus Montola, Jaakko Stenros, Eleanor Saitta. “The Art of Steering: Bringing the Player and the Character Back
Together.” The Knudepunkt 2015 Companion Book. Charles Bo Nielsen and Claus Raasted, eds. Copenhagen:
Rollespils Akademiet, 2015.

26. Evan Torner. “Transperancy and Safety in Role-Playing Games.” Wyrd Con Companion 2013. Sarah Lynne Bowman
and Aaron Vanek, eds. Orange: Wyrd Con, 2013.
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that each participant has all the information about the larp and thus

enables control. For example, everyone knows all the darkest secrets

of all the characters – not only what the organizers planned, but

also all of the players own inventions – even run-time inventions

(which are, of course, nearly impossible to transmit continuously).

Transparency shifts focus from goals, such as finding out a secret,

to process –– how that happens in an interesting way. Transparency

helps players prepare better as they know what to expect. They

can also shoulder more responsibility relating playing together and

constructing a story, since they know all the moving parts.

The flipside is that too much information creates information

overload. Passively making information available does not

automatically translate to a high level of transparency. By facilitating

the transmission of information actively through a workshop, the

level of transparency increases. In such a workshop, the players can

also share their own inventions. While sharing of information usually

takes place before runtime, it can also happen all throughout the larp.

Players can go out of play and share information. Larp mechanics

that increase the transparency during play are called meta-techniques.
Finally, radical transparency can be boring after a while, since the

player already know everything ahead of time.

Both approaches require trust. Transparency requires that the larp

designers trust the players to not abuse the power given to them

over the overall design. For this reason, transparent design usually

works best with larps designed for exploration as player motivation

(see below). Secrecy requires that the players trust the larp designers’

judgement that they do not do anything too drastic or ill fitting by

surprise.
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MECHANICS: INTRUSIVE AND DISCREET

This fader is about determining how disruptive the mechanics the

players use during runtime are. Disruptiveness can be understood

as an aggregate estimate of how frequent the mechanics are, how

much attention they attract, and how well they are aesthetically adept

to the larp at hand. At one end of the spectrum the larp where

players only carry out the exact same actions as their characters; at

the other end we find larps that have explicit tools to shape the

experience. Designers can give different kinds of tools to the players:

rules (implicit and explicit), replacements (objects and actions

standing in for other that are impossible or unwanted), and meta-

techniques (formal techniques that play around with the linear,

coherent larp fiction).

The vampire larp End of the Line had fairly discrete mechanics for sex, violence,

drinking blood. Photo by Tuomas Puikkonen.

At the maximum end of the fader we find intrusive mechanics. They
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are used to start and stop play, for replacing actions or objects,

and to consciously play with the character-player division. Intrusive

mechanics often interrupt the flow of the larp either at a specific place

or even in the whole larp. They are very visible, draw attention to

themselves – and thus can be used to focus the playing – and are hard

to ignore. Without intrusive mechanics, what happens in the larp is

limited to what the players are organizers are able to carry out in the

real world, and the players have no way of giving or receiving other

input than the fiction itself during runtime.

On the other hand, intrusive mechanics disrupt the flow of the

larp. They may not fit the fiction – and it can be impossible to opt

out of them since they are so demanding of attention (for example, if

someone ‘stops time’ in a whole room).

At the minimum end, there are the discreet mechanics. Ideally, a

larp with discreet mechanism actually has no tools in use aside from

starting and stopping (and safety precautions), but such a larp would

have to be very naturalistic in setting and characters. Some mechanics

are always needed, but they should feel natural to the story and fit the

fiction. They should support immersion and engagement as they do

not interrupt the flow. When successful, such mechanics are almost

invisible and only address a few players. Discreet methods are easier

to ignore and opt out of.

When methods are discreet, the seams of the experience are

hidden. This means also means that there is less transparency,

stepping out of character (within the mechanics) is harder, and safety

issues may be harder to see.

Both the amount of mechanics in use and frequency of their use

influence this fader, but also to which extent they are aesthetically

adapted to the larp, and whether the mechanic can suspend play for
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many or all participants, or if it only applies for those who opt-in

themselves.

ENVIRONMENT: 360° ILLUSION, CLARITY, AND

MATERIAL INDEPENDENCE

The environment fader determines how similar the physical

surroundings of the larp are to the fiction. Is the larp designed to

be played in a fully realistic medieval castle, in an empty room with

a few specific props, or in any random room? Although in practice

environment design usually boils down to the visual and audible

environment, environment includes everything the players can sense

(e.g. scenography, sounds, temperature, smells, tastes). In this fader,

the cheating by combining false dichotomies on the same continuum

is particularly noticeable. This fader is actually two connected faders

in one: The absence of non-fictional elements (“noise”), and the

presence of fictional elements. The fader is best understood as the

aggregate environmental impact of noise undermining the vision of

the larp and fictional elements supporting the vision. Some larps focus

on the physical surroundings or scenography to support the vision,

while other larps introduce few or no elements of scenography.

Simultaneously, some larps strive to remove unwanted elements or

visual noise, while others place no requirements on this.

At one end of the fader there is the ideal of a 360° illusion, where

there is high fidelity between the fictional location and how it is

produced in the larp. There is no visual noise and everything looks

and works in the real world just like would in the fiction. A (visually)

coherent world is easy to understand, especially as everything is

functional, useable, and playable. The environment feels real,

encourages subtle and non-verbal activity, and looks very good in

photographs afterwards. Often a 360° illusion requires access to a
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very specific environment; some environments are easier to find (a

conference centre) than other (a medieval castle).

However, when everything is perfect, the player can feel out of

place. They may feel that they are the one thing that is not perfect –

or that their co-players are, as their familiar faces can be a reminder of

the outside world. A 360° illusion also enforces real world behaviour

as the players are only able to do the things they are physically

able to do. Thus it can be less imaginative and less co-creative.

Finally, setting up a picture perfect environment is potentially very

expensive and labour-intensive, and playtesting ahead of time can be

thus impossible.

Midway on the aggregate fader there lies the ideal of clarity –

where both fictional and non-fictional elements are at a minimum. As

in 360° illusion, there is minimal visual noise in the form of elements

that do not fit the fiction, but there is also very limited amount of

fictional elements. A black box larp with only a table, two chairs, a

spotlight, some music, and a handwritten letter could be an example.

Such a design has very sharp focus; only those elements that are

necessary, are included. The environment is just as designed and

curated as in 360°, it is just easier to start with a controlled, empty,

black room and only bring key props. As the black box is a type

of room that is found in theatres and other cultural space around

the world, this design ideal is a solution to for designers who want a

sharp design of the environment without compromising its ability to

be re-run too much.

With limited scenography, the few items that are there usually

attract more attention and acquire deep meaning. Playtesting remains

important; even a minimalist larp can end up with messy levels of

association with physical objects.

Finally, there is the ideal of material independence. Here, it does not
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matter what the environment is like. There can be all kinds of noise

and only very few fictional elements represented with specific props.

The emphasis is on the ease of staging: a pure example of materially

independent larp would actually be tabletop role-playing. Such role-

playing can be conducted anywhere since the surroundings

–– outside a table and chairs –– do not matter to the design. This is

great for shorter scenarios and convention larps, as the staging is easy.

It also encourages verbal (and social) interaction, as the collective

fiction does not rest on the environment, but the players actions.

Thus, it requires more from the players, but when successful, it brings

focus.

On the flipside, a coherent world is harder to sustain with larger

groups and longer larps if everyone needs to imagine everything.

Similarly, nuanced non-verbal actions are hard to signal when they

are happening without props or environment. In addition, materially

independent larps just do not look as impressive.

Using one’s environment actively can add significantly to the

experience of the larp, but strict requirements on the play

environment also mean that it will be harder to find a venue for the

larp. Designing for material independence means finding a venue is

easier and there is less hassle with props and costumes.

CHARACTER CREATION RESPONSIBILITY: PLAYER

AND ORGANIZER

Not all the fader ends reflect unique design ideals. For example, this

fader and the two that follow are quite similar. These three faders are

about dividing the power and the labour between the players and the

designer. The competing design ideals in this trio of faders are the

ideal of using larp to bring to life a curated and controlled designer

vision, and the ideal of egalitarian co-creation.
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This fader is about deciding how the character creation

responsibility is distributed. Do the designers create very specific

briefs about each character, or do they just provide the players with

the tool or the inspiration to create their characters? Of course, ‘a

character’ can take make forms. It can be a written description,

a character sheet with skills, attributes, and special abilities, or

something more symbolic or lyrical like an image or a song.

However, usually a character includes the background of a persona,

as well as their goals, dreams and fears, most important relations,

available special actions, and the functions they perform (such as

baker, assassin, and father). When players create their characters,

they usually do so for a sandbox setting, by following a specific rule

system and often with a set number of points. When the larpwrights

create characters, in many traditions they are usually presented at least

in a written format, as a brief life story. There are also numerous

traditions where the character is created through some collaboration

between the larpwright, the players, and possibly other players as

well. For example, groups of players can create character groups

based on designer’s brief, a player can fleshes out a character based

on a sketch by a larpwright, or a whole player group can create

their characters in a tightly organizer-facilitated workshop prior to

the larp.

When the characters are created by the organizers, the most obvious

benefit is control. The designers have a full picture of all characters

and how they relate to each other. They can be sure of the

consistency of story, of quality, of vision. This also enables them

to achieve any kind of a balance between different characters of

groups. When characters are created by the organizers, the players

have a stronger alibi
27

to play in deviant ways: After all, the player did

27. In the Nordic discourse, those things that enable a player to act in ways in the larp that would not be acceptable outside the
larp are called alibi. For example, a player can, as a character, pretend that they are stupid, or violent, or lustful, without that
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not dream up the character. Organizers can also consciously create

characters that counter stereotypes and genre tropes.

On the other hand, creating each character fully is very time

consuming. Not only need everything be created, checking the

interlinking between characters is a big task. Conveying the

complexity of relations is also difficult with words. When players

have little influence over the character and its relationships, it will

be necessary to invest more time in the methodology for conveying

the relations and calibrating the understanding of them among the

players. Finally, the downside of having control over this part is that

it disregards player creativity and participation.

When the responsibility for creating characters rests with the

players the size of the larp can easily be scaled up or down. Once the

process for character creations is set up, quantity of characters need

not be an issue. Players will have more ideas and –– as they have

created their own characters –– stronger ownership and connection

with their creations. Yet if the players lack experience with larp

design, they might easily end up creating characters that lack

playability unless skilfully guided.

Yet, when the organizers only set the frames for character creation,

they lose all control over what the characters are like. The genre and

setting need to be clearly articulated to ensure that the characters

fit the same world. Popular tropes often manifest, usually calibration
amongst the players is still needed,

28

and connections between

performance reflecting too much on their out of larp persona. There are numerous such legitimization strategies that give alibi,
for example, playing (“It’s not me, I’m just pretending”), written characters (“I would not create such a person, but the larpwright
did”), and explicit theme (“I’d never do that, but since we are exploring this topic”).

28. Calibration means “the many explicit and implicit ways that players have to negotiate playstyle, play intensity
and sometimes things like genre”. Johanna Koljonen. “Toolkit: The OK Check-In”. Posting in Safety in Larp:
understanding Participation Designing for Trust. 2016. Online at https://participationsafety.wordpress.com/2016/
09/09/toolkit-the-ok-check-in/. There are numerous specific calibration mechanisms, for example for negotiating
playstyle intensity during runtime, or ensuring a reasonably harmonious interpretation of a culture. Martin Nielsen.
“Culture Calibration in Pre-Larp Workshops.” NordicLarp.org. 2014. https://nordiclarp.org/2014/04/23/culture-
calibration-in-pre-larp-workshops/
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characters need to be set up (or a process for setting them up should

be created).

A larpwright can combine the two methods, for example, by

facilitating the players’ character creation. Such a process is great for

when aiming for coherence and specific theme and setting while

harnessing player creativity for new ideas and increased ownership.

For example, characters can be created in a facilitated workshop.

A good facilitator can help the players thinking out-of-the-box.

Furthermore, the workshops are time-consuming for the players,

although it can save the organizers time. Finally, even though

character creation is guided, some designers may still feel that there is

not enough control.

CULTURE CREATION RESPONSIBLITY: PLAYER AND

ORGANIZER

This fader is about determining how the responsibility for creating

the culture is divided. This fader is very similar to the previous

one, and many of the issues that should be considered are the same.

The basic question is if the culture should be organizer-created or

player-workshopped. Culture is here seen as meaning the interaction

patterns, norms, values, customs, beliefs, laws, and morals of the

character groups.

If the fader is at the extreme end at “organizer,” then, as with the

previous fader, the most important benefit is control. The organizers

can assure consistency of vision, quality of the content, and can

prevent defaulting to well-known patterns. Such patterns are

less interesting to play, and can even be exclusionary (e.g.,

unintended misogynist, racist, homophobic). When the organizers

are in control, they can avoid any such unwanted patterns, but

also make sure that they are present when that is the subject at
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hand (e.g. a larp dealing with prejudice might deliberately apply a

culture full of prejudice). Organizer-created culture is particularly

fitting for educational larps, where the fidelity of the simulation is

important. But, again, this disregards player creativity, and results in

less ownership. A culture created by just a few people can also end up

monotonous.

At the other end of the fader there is culture created by players,

usually in a workshop. The obvious benefit is that the players know

the culture intimately and own it. There can be creative bliss when

brainstorming a culture – and a culture created by a host of people

can be more diverse. When creating culture in a workshop, it allows

the calibration of the cultural understanding to be integrated into

the creation process, while an organizer-created culture will need

separate calibration exercises. However, often a joint workshop yields

the most obvious of ideas, especially in the beginning. The players,

especially if unexperienced, will need guidance when creating a

culture to ensure that the culture fits the overall vision of the larp (i.e.,

is plausible), that it is interesting, playable, and safe – and that it is

sustainable in the sense that the playability of the culture does not

wear off during the larp.
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In Halat hisar, the plausibility of the setting (the occupation of Finland) was pivotal.

However, playability was still important to consider when bringing in complex

systems such as the international media. Photo by Tuomas Puikkonen.

Of course, even if the responsibility lies with the organizers, they

need not create a culture. They can simply curate it. They can choose

an existing larp setting and system (such as Vampire: The Masquerade)

or adopt a well-known fictional world, such as Harry Potter or Firefly.

It is even possible to do mash-up (such as combining Hamlet and Sons

of Anarchy). Even when the culture and setting comes pre-packaged,

some translation and adapting is still needed, as well as calibration

among the players.

Finally, even if the organizers create the culture completely, as

runtime begins, the players will take it over. Players will always

improvise stuff, and most likely they will tend to fill gaps in the

culture by bringing element of their own culture. The organizers

only ever create the starting point for the players.
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RUNTIME DIRECTION: ACTIVE AND PASSIVE

This fader accounts for how much the larp organizers influence the

larp during runtime. For some organizers and designers, the work

is done when a larp starts, while for other the active shaping of the

actions during runtime is a key part of the design.

An active runtime direction style means that the organizers keep

control of the larp at all times. They can, for example, control the

pacing, bring focus, drive the plot, and adjust challenge to fit

individual players. This design choice is common for scenarios

following a set story where the players generally only influence how

things happen, not what will happen. Having someone clearly in

change can add to feeling of safety for the players.

The challenge is that if runtime direction is too active –– too

railroaded –– then the players lose agency. The organizers becomes

the centre of attention. The larp is more about them and their vision

than anything else. Player involvement and immersion are at risk.

A passive style basically means handing the larp over to the players

when it starts. The players have a high level of freedom to play in

the sandbox of the larp. This enhances involvement, immersion, and

ownership. Beforehand it is impossible to predict how the larp will

develop – which can be a positive or a negative result.

Most larps are somewhere between the extreme ends. Runtime

direction can take many different forms. There are discrete ones,

like adjusting the mood through changes in lighting and music,

guiding play through instructed players, having planned events, and

introducing new characters halfway through. The more intrusive

ones interfere with the play more directly, such as stopping the larp

and instructing the players to do a scene again differently, doing time

jumps, or swapping characters.
29

When the players do these things,

29. The freeform tradition has been particularly good at coming up with these. See Tobias Wrigstad. “The Nuts and Bolts
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they are called meta-techniques; when the organizers do it, it is active

runtime direction.

Since very active direction is disruptive, it is common to delimit

it to a specific area. This area, a meta room, is set aside at the larp

location for the purpose of playing flashbacks, dreams, and anything

that cannot happen in the main timeline of the larp. The players

choose to go there to have strongly directed scenes often set by an

organizer.

LOYALTY TO THE WORLD: PLAYABILITY AND

PLAUSIBILITY

This fader addresses the level of simulation that the larp is trying

to achieve. In any simulation choices need to be made as to what

is represented and how. The ends on this fader are plausibility (the

world of the larp should be simulated as well as possible) and

playability (the larp should run as smoothly as possible). These ideals

can be in conflict; sometimes what is best for playing makes no sense

within the fiction.

For example, it might be plausible that female characters in some

historical settings have less agency, but it might not be very playable

for contemporary players. Portraying a military hierarchy in a

realistic fashion can also strip many characters of agency. On the

other hand, if exploring a specific world or situation is key to the larp,

then removing important aspects of that, even if they are boring to

play, would detract from that central goal.

of Jeepform.” Playground Worlds. Creating and Evaluating Experiences of Role-Playing Games. Markus Montola
and Jaakko Stenros, eds. Jyväskylä: Ropecon, 2008.
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There is no story in Täydellinen ihminen (The Perfect Human). The characters

excitedly sit in one meeting after the other, telling each other that their ideas are

great, for the whole of the larp. Photo by Tuomas Puikkonen.

The fictional world of the larp can simulate (an aspect of) the real

world, simulate an existing fictional world, or it can be built from

scratch. In larp worlds based on existing worlds, the players will have

a notion of what is plausible. When a new world is created, nothing

is implausible at the beginning. However, as the world is built up,

a ‘fictional realism’ and plausibility of that world is established.

However, just as with characters, players tend to fill the gaps in the

world with their understanding of the real world and of genre fiction.

If the fader is set all the way to maximum on loyalty to world,

there is plausibility. The larp world is coherent and makes sense.

There is a sense of believability and (contextual) realism. Plausibility

is associated with such ideals as authenticity, realism, and immediacy.

Plausibility can be difficult to maintain. A simulation is always a

simplification –– otherwise it is not a simulation, but the real thing ––

which means that plausibility cannot be complete either. Plausibility
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also places tight restrictions on the overall larp design – and it can

lead to boring play.

At the other end of the fader there is playability, boring play can be

removed and all kinds of fun possibilities can be implemented. It is

also easier to be surprising and break stereotypes, when fidelity to the

world being simulated is not a requirement.

On the other hand, deviating from simulative relationship with the

world being portrayed can make the larp harder to understand. The

coherence of the world suffers when the realistic and effects of certain

causes no longer automatically follow, just because they are boring or

otherwise unattractive to the players.

PRESSURE ON PLAYERS: HARDCORE AND PRETENCE

If the larp invites the players into situations where their physical or

social comfort will be challenged, then there is pressure placed on

the players. This fader visualizes how much pressure there is. Two

questions help positioning this fader: Does the larp tackle challenging

issues from the real world? How close is the player experience to the

character experience when things are hard?

If the larp addresses real world issues, perhaps even difficult

personal issues, this increases the pressure on players.
30

The pressure

can, however, be modified by replacement mechanics. An example

would be substituting a metal swords with boffers or sex with a

backrub. Indeed, the most obvious examples of this are violence,

drugs, and sex, but the list also includes bullying, racism, loss, shame,

grief, oppression, self-doubt, and pressure to perform. When

replacement mechanics are applied, the level of pressure is mostly

determined by the nature of the replacement mechanic. For example,

30. Two common reasons for having replacement mechanics are for simulating things that are impossible for the players
(like magic) and things that the players feel uneasy doing. The former is not relevant for this fader, but the latter is
central.
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if beating someone down is replaced by firmly pushing someone

to the ground, there is still a certain amount of pressure in the

replacement mechanic. If the replacement mechanic for beating

someone is clapping your hands, the pressure is low.

Pressure also rises, if the players are not given protection against

dealing with these issues; for example, thin characters and weak alibi

add pressure. So does uncertainty about what will happen next.

Playing around with creature comforts without replacements

–– e.g. hunger, sleep deprivation, exposure to the elements –– can

also up the ante. Finally, player agency is also relevant for this fader: if

players can calibrate their characters, opt out of certain tasks, actions,

or parts of the larp, the pressure is lowered.

At one end of the fader there is hardcore. When the pressure is high,

the players’ experience is visceral, it engages all senses intensely, and it

is thoroughly embodied. The separation between experiences of the

player and the character is thin – and feels more authentic. Hardcore

also allows for nuance in engagement with hard topics, as there is

less simulation. It is also visually clear; scenes are legible and easier to

engage with also from afar.

On the minus side, severe pressure undermines the player ability to

role-play, and be playful; it is serious and requires commitment. The

experience may not actually be that authentic either, and it can seem

like slumming or grief tourism. Hardcore design also can encourage

risky behavior, especially if it is combined with peer pressure. This

is particularly destructive, if the design contributes to the idea that

being able to withstand intense play is “cool”.

Hardcore pressure may also push players to steer away from the

difficult content; without simulation they may not want to engage

with certain activities. For example, in a larp without replacement

mechanic for fighting, the threshold for violence is much higher
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than in a larp with latex swords. While reducing the likelihood or

frequency of a high-pressure action, the pressure would be higher

should a fight still occur.

If the a key goal of the design is to have many people experience a

particular action, the designers need to consider the combined effect

of the pressure and the frequency in which people will opt in to

experience it.

Playing with high pressure places an extra responsibility on the

organizers to make sure the players have actively opted in on what

they are going to experience.At the other end of the fader there is

pretence. The players now only pretend to do the actions that they are

signalling, and there is less fidelity in relation to the world around

the larp. Pretence is about role-playing, not about an extreme sport.

There is much more playability as actions and stories are available for

all players. A player does not need to be able to do acrobatics to play a

circus performer. Power is also distributed differently, as endurance,

steadfastness, strength, and control are not the most important base

requirements. Indeed, consequences of the larp can be ignored.

Where hardcore is uncomfortable and intense, pretence is safe and

playful.

However, the playing does not feel as real as there are no

consequences. Lacking viscerality, the players may only access the

larp on an intellectual level. Also, the participants need to learn the

replacement mechanics and other rules – and they do focus the larp

somewhat. Whatever you have rules for, that is what the players will

do.

This fader moves easily by accident, either through incompetence

or bad luck. Logistical failures, hostile weather, bad safety or

calibration systems, unreliable people, and weird drama amongst the
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participants all tend to add to the pressure. Such things may be

difficult to predict, but they can be prepared for.

PLAYER MOTIVATION: VICTORY AND EXPLORATION

What is the driving motivation of the players to take actions inside

your larp? This fader tackles what is known as the pre-lusory goal,
the state of affairs a player wants to reach while playing.

31

Are player

playing to win, do they want to explore the setting, the characters,

or the world – or do they have some other goal in participating

in this larp? While design of the fiction is important for the level

of competition in a larp, the key criterion for this fader is whether

the players are encouraged to strive to achieve the goals of their

characters.
32

Some larps are competitive and game-like. There are clear goals

and objectives for each character. Usually there are also finite

resources; all players cannot reach their goals at the same time (i.e.,

the larp is a zero-sum game). In these larps, there will be a high level

of competitiveness when the players are encouraged to strive to reach

their characters’ goals.

This ideal is called victory. Extreme game-like larps can be won.

Game-like larps tend to make available actions very clear. They are

also beginner friendly for people who have a background in games

or are competitive.

Competition is a great motivator – at least for some

people.
33

Competition leads also to disappointment and

31. Bernard Suits. The Grasshopper. Games, Life and Utopia. Peterborough: Broadview Press, 1978.
32. This is similar to the how “gamism” is conceived of in the classic threefold model and the creative agenda “step on

up” has been discussed. This fader places gamism at one end and simulationism, narrativism, and immersionism at the
other end. The thinking here is that at the core of all the other approaches aside from gamism is a player motivation
to explore something, be it character, world, or narrative. See Kim; Ron Edwards. “Gamism: Step On up.” The Forge.
2003. Online at http://www.indie-rpgs.com/articles/21/

33. There can also be competition outside the larp fiction, such as implicit competitions over the coolest gear or best
costume. That is not what this fader is about. However, it is possible to encourage or discourage such behaviour with
larp design and community design.
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disagreements. Haggling over rules can distract from the playing

of the larp, especially if the larp becomes all about winning. One

cannot have winners without losers, and with highly competitive

larps, cheating may be a real problem.

At the other end of the fader there is exploration. Collaboration can

take the place of competition. The focus is now on the experience,

the world, the themes, the system, and the characters, and not on

winning –– and egos. A satisfying story is a goal in itself. Failing at

achieving your character’s goals is not losing; it is a tragedy. Note that

it is possible for characters to compete in a larp that values exploration

–– as long as the winning is not the driving goal for the players.

The responsibility for culture creation lay mostly with the organizers, although

players had input in Landsväg (Country Road). Pictured here is a gast (ghoul), a

superstition come to life. Photo by Johannes Axner.

Exploration requires something to be unknown. Since role-play

is often character driven, that unknown is often present in the form
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of some ‘other’ or some unknown experience. Exploration tends

to associate more with collaboration and thus building trust is

important. When successful, this creates a foundation for strong

stories and creates room for sincerity. At the same time, it removes

risk –– and the excitement that risk brings.

A common design is a middle position on this fader. The players

are encouraged to try to reach their characters’ goals – or at least

not discouraged from it – but there are also worlds, stories, and

characters to explore. The players chose themselves whether to play

competitively or not. If the organizers does not make sure the players

calibrate their playing style, it can lead to conflict and ruin the

experience.

This fader was earlier called “Story Engine” and end points were

competition and collaboration. The difference in emphasis with that

was either playing to win or playing to lose. Playing to lose is Nordic

shorthand for playing for maximal drama, which sometimes means

that you should have your character fail, to be defeated, or to allow

your characters secrets to leak out.

CHARACTER AS MASK: DIFFERENTIATION AND THIN

CHARACTERS

This fader is about the distance between the player and the character.

Is the character completely different from the player, something

alien they do their best to portray? Or, is the character identical to

the player, do they play the character as if they themselves were

transported into a fantasy world? Obviously, a big part of this is up

to the player to determine. However, it is also a design decision. As

a designer, do you use elements from the players’ real lives in the

larp, or do you deliberately try to maximize the distance between the

character and player?
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The player and the character can be similar or different in many

ways. First, there is the body of the character. Do the player and the

character share the same ethnicity, skin tone, height, weight, shape,

ability, voice, gender, sexuality, and age? Second, personality and

experience come into play. How alike are personal history, name,

education, love life, traumas, phobias, financial situation, religion,

values, and goals with that of the player? Third, how similar are the

social roles, such as occupation and class, of the player and character?

Having a clear differentiation between the player and the character is

for many people the heart of role-playing, acting ‘as if’ someone else,

walking in their shoes and seeing experiencing the world through

someone else’s eyes. It supports escapism, and taking a vacation from

your everyday self. Emphasis is on empathy. Furthermore, clear

differentiation gives the player a stronger alibi during play. They can

explain their actions as arising from that character. Larps with clear

differentiation are also easier to cast since there is no need to find

players who are similar to the characters created.

The downside is that if the characters are clearly different from the

players, then there is more work, since those differentiated characters

need to be created. For players, it is probably harder to play characters

that are different from them, creating possible believability issues. In

the end, total differentiation is an illusion.

Having thin characters, which is also referred to as “playing close to

home,” is the opposite strategy. Here the idea is to use the players’

personal experiences or background to create a strong emotional

experience. Thin characters can be a useful way to shift focus from

the character to situation. For example, if you want privileged school

children to experience what it is like to be a refugee, you can create

characters that are similar to the players in all aspects except that they

are refugees. Of course, thin characters also work very well as power
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fantasies: If a player wants to try out what it would be like to be a

charismatic superhero.

Thin characters are more ‘complete’; since the player’s life up until

now is what the character is based on, the characters are complex and

believable. However, the alibi to play will be weaker, when actions

are seen as arising more from the player than the character. If many

larps use thin characters, that can lead to players being typecast.

Strong emotions can be created either way. When using clear

differentiation the aim is to help the player experience the world

from a different point of view. Design with thin characters replicates

and amplifies the players own emotions by removing some of the

protective shield of the character. It brings the larp closer to reality,

or ‘transports’ the player to a strange place (i.e. lets the player play

themselves in a fantastic situation).

The Lovecraft-inspired Mare Incognitum had a fairly active runtime direction style.

Atmosphere and events were controlled through the radio (pictured), the soundscape,

lighting, and the ship’s crew — made entirely of NPCs slowly degenerating into

cultists. Photo by Jonas Aronsson.
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When the emotions or opinions of the player affect the character it

is often termed bleed-in (indeed, this fader was originally called the

bleed-in fader). When the character’s emotions or opinions affect the

player, it is referred to as bleed-out.
34

Accidental bleed from player to

character happens when the character is similar to the player without

it being designed on purpose.

It is possible to create thicker characters that deliberately are close

to the player on specific areas. For example to bring in elements

from the players’ love life in the love life of the character (while the

character in other aspects is very different from the player). Such

design requires the organizers to have knowledge of the players’

backgrounds, or to design workshop techniques to extract such

knowledge and enter it into the character creation. This approach

makes the character look thick at first glance. However, as long as

the “thin spots” are designed to fit the subject of the larp, this will for

most of the time have the same consequence as thin characters.

COMMUNICATION STYLE: VERBAL AND PHYSICAL

People can communicate in many ways. What kinds of

communication styles does a larp design encourage? Co-located

humans tend to communicate through both verbal and body

language. Both can be encouraged, discouraged, and shaped through

design.

Verbal communications is more precise than just using body

language. It encourages very clear signaling, and leads to fewer

misunderstandings (if the players have sufficient language skills). If a

harmonious understanding of the fiction amongst players is valued,

verbal communication is a very useful tool. However, emphasizing

34. On bleed, see Markus Montola. “The Positive Negative Experience in Extreme Role-Playing.” Proceedings of Nordic
DiGRA 2010.; Sarah Lynne Bowman. “Social Conflict in Role-Playing Communities: An Exploratory Qualitative
Study.” International Journal of Role-Playing 4. (2013).
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or allowing only verbal communication limits other communication

forms, and limits emotional engagement. It is easier to stay detached

when only words are used. In addition, a shared language is obviously

required amongst the players. An extreme emphasis on verbal

communications would be a tabletop role-playing game, where even

hand gestures are uncommon.

Physical communication, for example through body language and

touching, fosters a stronger emotional connection between players

and can be more playful. There is a strong emphasis on embodiment.

However, physical communication is much more imprecise. Larps

that emphasize physical communications may even do away with

a shared fiction, and work in a more metaphoric way. A shared

spoken language is not needed, although also the meaning of specific

physical interaction is culturally tied. An extreme example is a larp

where language does not exist.

Most larps use both language and body language. Words are

spoken, hands shaken, and shoulders shrugged. Yet both kinds of

communication styles can be developed and designed. Specific terms

and phrases often have special meaning in a larp. Similarly, glances,

movements, patterns of touching can be imbued with specific

meaning, although this usually requires workshopping before

runtime to ensure that players have an equifinal enough

understanding.

REPRESENTATION OF THEME: STORIES AND ACTIONS

This fader asks the question: How is the theme of the larp represented

and actualized during runtime? Do the organizers have a story in

mind that will prompt the actions? Or does the design focus on

embodiment, actions, and movements of the players, in order for the

players to co-creatively enact the theme?
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The theme of a larp is its topic, subject, or core question. A

theme is not the same as genre or setting, although certain genres

or settings have stereotypical themes they often address. Larps do

not need explicit themes, but if one is not consciously picked out

by the designers, one may very well emerge during play. Of course,

it is possible for the players to hijack the theme of a larp –– for

example, a larp about oppression could become a larp about the rise

of democracy –– but that is harder when there is a clear theme to

begin with. A central theme brings about coherence; when a larp is

clearly about something, it is easier to design for it and play with it.

The larpwright can attempt to enact the theme of the larp through

designing stories, but also through designing actions.

At one end of the fader we find stories. Now, life is not a story,

and neither is a larp. Both feature things happening one after another,

and afterwards they are narrativized by the players. These events are

turned into a story. In practice in larps, a story is how and why our

fictional characters interact. A designer may focus the design on the

background stories of the characters, the world of the fiction, and

scripts for events to happen in the larp, but leave it to the players to

figure out the actions.

At the other end, there are actions. They are in the moment; an

action is the process of doing something. Of course, once an action is

connected to a doer, or a reason to act, a story starts to emerge. The

designers of a larp can focus on instructing, nudging, or encouraging

the players to take certain actions. With this approach, the theme

will be enacted. Stories may emerge in the minds of the players,

and possibly a common understanding of a story emerges among the

players. A larp that is close to the extreme action end of the fader gives

the players solely input on actions to be taken.

Obviously, larps feature both stories and actions. This fader
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addresses the distribution of input from the organizers to the players.

Are the players given stories as input to figure out the actions, or

actions that will prompt them to make up a story? This is traditionally

the hardest fader to grasp, perhaps because larps driven by actions

(dance, movements, gestures) are uncommon, and often seen as

overly artsy. Perhaps it is helpful to compare this fader to the previous

one. That one maps verbal and physical communication, but since

that fader emphasises communication, it tends to alight more with story

than action. In this fader the action end can be thought of having

actions for their own sake.

Stories are intellectual. The mind sorts the events into a sequence

and assigns meaning to it. They are easy to verbalize, which means a

shared understanding is easier to produce and generally emphasising

stories requires very little workshopping. They are both beginner

friendly and adult friendly – because they are less playful. Also, larp

stories also tend not to be fully coherent, but they are coherent

enough.

Actions are embodied. They are associative; there is a logic of

their own in them. Emphasising actions obviously creates a stronger

alibi for physical interaction. Emphasising actions is playful, and kid

friendly. There is no requirement that things need to make sense.

Thus, there is more room for personal interpretation. Building a

theme from actions requires workshopping, and it may still be hard to

understand the meaning of. If successful, it can re-encode behaviour,

and stays in the body for a longer time. It is not so much rational as

lyrical.

YOUR FADERS HERE

There are twelve set faders on the Mixing Desk used for teaching

at the Larpwriter Summer School. The last one is marked “Your
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Fader Here” in all of the iterations. In some ways this faders is the

most important as it clearly communicates that the twelve faders

do not capture the whole of larp design. Anyone using the Mixing

Desk is encouraged to add their own faders, ones that can help them

understand their design practice better and helps them see new design

opportunities, as well as remove faders that does not make sense to

their particular larp design process.

Originally, there were only eleven faders used at the Larpwriter

Summer School. One has been added since then, namely the culture

creation responsibility fader. Numerous new faders have been

discussed over the years. These ones have come up in LWSS over the

last few years:

Technology dependence fader would account for the amount of

technology need to make the larp (and its props) work. That fader

would stretch from ubiquitous to simple. Larps with ubiquitous
technology have automated what they can and sufficiently well-

crafted technology is indistinguishable from magic. A simple larp

would be easy to set up and move (“fits in a plastic bag”) does not

require fancy gadgets, software updates, specific equipment, let alone

unique prototypes. This fader has been suggested numerous times by

Russian larpers since technology, and how it is handled, is particularly

important in some of their larp traditions.

In France, the Mixing Desk is sometimes used when describing

upcoming larps. In the French version
35

there is an additional story

fader that places experiencing a day in the life (simulationism) and

experiencing a story (narrativism) at each end.

Indeed, the new fader proposals tend to be tied to the discourses

that are going on in the larp scene. For example, the proposed

stimulation fader, which accounts for how much the design prompts

35. Baptiste Cazes and Leïla Teteau-Surel. “La table de mixage du jeu de rôle Grandeur Nature.” Electro-GN. 2012.
Online at http://www.electro-gn.com/248-latabledemixagedujeuderolegrandeurnature
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the players during runtime, is clearly tied to the discussion on brute

force design.
36

The fader would run from serene (no stimulation,

possibly boring) to abundance (brute force design). Similarly, the

discussion on labour at larp led to talk about a fader on character

function.
37

Does the character mainly exist as a role (e.g. guard,

warrior, butler, wife, priest), or as a fully realized persona, with wants

and need outside the roles they perform?

Finally, there is a group of proposed metafaders that describe the

choices and motivations that underlie the concrete design choices.

These metafaders are useful when comparing educational larps, long

running campaigns, and thematic one-shots, but they fit better on

a Mixing Desk of Organizer Motivations than a Mixing Desk of

Larp. For example, there is the organizer motivation fader. At one end,

there is the larp as the expression of the designer’s vision. Anything

and everything is in the service of expressing this.
38

Midway on the

fader there is community vision, i.e. coming together to co-create

something. At the other end there is customer service; the designer is

creating a larp for a customer based on their specifications. Another

metafader that has been proposed is political purpose. It would run

from outright revolution to playfulness. Alternatively, perhaps, from

social justice to separatism. Different variations have been discussed.

As discussed above, a fader can be in different positions in different

parts of a larp and different designable surfaces in a larp can be

approached according to different design ideals. Alternatively, a team

of designers using the Mixing Desk in their creative process can split

faders, and the design domains they represent, into smaller pieces. For

36. Eirik Fatland and Markus Montola. “The Blockbuster formula: Brute Force Design in The Monitor Celestra and
College of Wizardry.” The Knudepunkt 2015 Companion Book. Charles Bo Nielsen and Claus Raasted, eds.
Copenhagen: Rollespils Akademiet, 2015.

37. Katherine Castiello Jones, Sanna Koulu and Evan Torner. “Playing at Work.” Larp Politics: Systems, Theory, and
Gender in Action. Kaisa Kangas, Mika Loponen and Jukka Särkijärvi, eds. Helsinki: Ropecon ry, 2016.

38. Indeed, this is fader is colloquially known as the “number of fucks given” fader.
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example, a larp can apply transparency through meta-techniques but

not through sharing character background before the larp starts. A

design team wanting to use the Mixing Desk as a tool to discuss these

design choices could apply a mechanics transparency fader and a pre-larp

character transparency fader.

The twelve faders used by the Larpwriter Summer School

represent one way to divide the design space of larp. They are a

starting-point for thinking about larp, not an exhaustive statement.

Indeed, the metaphoric form and the underlying philosophy of the

Mixing Desk are more important than any specific fader.

In addition to alternative faders, there are examples of the entire

model inspiring applications of the metaphor in other fields. For

example, Anni Tolvanen made a Mixing Desk of sound design and

Ingrid Galadriel Aune Nilsen has made a Mixing Desk of museum

communication.
39

DISCUSSION

The end positions of the twelve faders are all tied to design ideals.

As ideals, they are unachievable. Actual larps always exist somewhere

between the ends, combining elements in an interesting fashion, and

balancing not only the many ideals, but trying to protect those ideals

in the harsh conditions of the reality of larp organizing. The Mixing

Desk helps in visualizing those choices, which hopefully also helps in

communicating them to the prospective players.

The faders have evolved quite a bit since they were first introduced

– and still continue to do so. Even if the terminology would not have

changed, the interpretation has. In the development of the Mixing

Desk, discussion has helped it evolve, but more importantly new larps

39. Anni Tolvanen. “The Fundamentals of Sound Design for Larp.” Presentation at Solmukohta 2016, March 11, 2016,
Finland; Ingrid Galadriel Aune Nilsen. “Dissemination in museum – Mixing desk for museum workers.” Presentation
given at Sør-Trøndelag Folkemuseum. April 15, 2016. Part of the series Culture for everyone”. On non-material
cultural heritage and lifelong learning.
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have been designed that have questioned or solidified the wisdom

expressed in the Mixing Desk.

For example, there used to be a fader called scenography. The name

was changed, as the term is very tied to theatre. Words are

particularly important, as the Mixing Desk is a teaching and heuristic

tool. The terms chosen are hopefully understandable and precise.

References to other domains, such as theatre and games, are

particularly thorny, as they are easily understood, yet they often

have the wrong emphasis, or underlying power structure. The

scenography fader is now known as the “environment” fader. Larps’

sites are not just a visual backdrop, but full environments where most

things can be touched and used. Environment is thus more specific

and accurate, while still being understandable.

Furthermore, the environment fader originally went from 360°
illusion to minimalism, reflecting the strongest design ideals in

Nordic larp at the time. Over the years, minimalism has morphed

into clarity, as that is a more specific (and less limiting). In addition,

material independence was added as a third ideal to account for all

the convention larps being run –– and to underline that choosing to

place very little focus on the environment is also a valid design choice

with clear and concrete benefits.

Many of the faders also seem to cover similar questions, just from

slightly different angles. Thus, most design choices will affect

multiple faders simultaneously. This is the nature of larp itself. The

Mixing Desk attempts to render the design questions specific to larp

visible. In the final analysis, the Mixing Desk could be boiled down

to two key dichotomies, two tensions that drive all larp design.

Foremost for the larpwright, player creativity is the negative space

of larp design. Everything else is put in by the designer, yet without

that negative space, there is nothing to see. Larp, as a form, is co-
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creative. The larpwright can do much with design, but in the end,

the players must have agency over their experience. Finding the right

balance between control and freedom, collaboration and leadership,

design and improvisation is challenging in every larp. Indeed, this

division of labour is at the heart of larp design. This is the reason why

so many of the faders aim to make sense of the numerous choices in

being organizer-lead or player-driven.

The second key aspect is the negotiation between, on the one

hand, naturalism, plausibility, immediacy, and authenticity, and, on

the other, structure, curation, predictability, and artificiality. The

larp experience should be as real as possible – without having the

drawbacks of reality, such as being boring for long stretches of

time, being very exclusionary based on skills and appearance, and

being not only dangerous but often devoid of meaning. Indeed, it

is important to remember that realism is an “-ism.” It is an artistic

movement dating back to the 19th century. Similarly, simulation

is never complete, or it stops being a simulation. This is the other

balance that many of the faders help striking, the balance between

wanting to be real and wanting to be meaningful.

CONCLUSIONS

The Mixing Desk has served as a teaching tool at the Larpwriter

Summer School five times, and each year the faders have been iterated

and the philosophy behind the model sharpened. Writing down a

detailed account of the Mixing Desk implies that it has reached

maturity. A consensus about the form of The Mixing Desk appears

to have been reached, and adjustments at this point are minor. They

are more about fine-tuning and updating, than overhauling and

rethinking. Yet this account of the model is not meant as final, but

as a snapshot. While the form of the Mixing Desk may not need
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overhauling very often, the contents should be reviewed regularly

to keep up with the discourse. This constant updating also hopefully

prevents the model from turning into a dogma. The Mixing Desk is

a thing-to-think-with, a tool for the designer. As a tool, it fits certain

jobs better than others.

The Mixing Desk was created to help raise grasp the design space

of larps, to empower designers to be more aware of their choices and

default positions, and to contribute to the development of larp design

vocabulary. As a design theory, it has proven to be useful both in

practice and in analysis.

Students listening to a lecture at LWSS 2015. Photo by Anatoly Kazakov.
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